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Dear Mayor Adams and Commissioners Saltzman, Leonard, Fritz and Fish:
With the adoption of the City of Portland’s FY 2012/13 budget you directed the
Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) to empanel a committee to propose
alternative revenue streams for transportation funding.
In late summer 2012 PBOT established a Financial Task Force comprised of fourteen
metro-area individuals with financial expertise to achieve council’s objective. We
met five times over the fall, reviewed a wide range of materials and engaged in
dialogue with financial leadership from PBOT, Office of Management and Finance,
and neighboring Washington County. We reviewed both the adequacy and structure
of PBOT’s funding in service to its mission.
We conclude that PBOT lacks sufficient funding to meet its mission. Perhaps more
importantly, we also conclude that the structure of transportation funding is
antiquated, unstable and in need of an overhaul. Historically the federal government
has played a leadership role in funding transportation infrastructure. However, all signs
suggest the federal government is no longer willing to play such a primary financial
role, and local governments must fill the void. City council must assume this leadership
to update transportation funding in Portland. Our economic competitiveness and
quality of life depend on it.
Sincerely yours,
Doug Bowlsby
Scott Chapman
Sheila Giambrone
Bruce Harder
Jardon Jaramillo
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Executive Summary
Portland’s award-winning transportation system

new sidewalks – in addition to the rich grid of

is the envy of many cities across the nation. The

streets that accommodate so much of our civic

system’s foundation is an unusually dense grid

life.

of streets that operates efficiently at a human
scale while providing a wealth of cherished

Behind this transformation lies an antiquated

civic space. Its neighborhood commercial

funding model that is strained and losing

corridors are landmarks, the result of a private

resilience. Most of the city’s discretionary

streetcar era built in the early twentieth

transportation revenue comes directly and

century that shaped much of the city we enjoy

indirectly from fuel taxes collected by federal,

today. Bestowed this inheritance, Portlanders

state and county governments. The more fuel

continually reshape and refine their streets in a

purchased, the more revenue collected. The

constant effort to maximize the transportation

fuel tax mechanism is directly at odds with

network’s social and economic contribution to

decades of city direction to reduce reliance on

civic life.

auto travel to advance a litany of policy goals.
Our policies and primary funding mechanism

In the mid-twentieth century, Portland made

contravene each other.

a profound commitment to the private
automobile at the near-exclusion of other

Not all of the PBOT budget relies on fuel

travel modes. In the 1970s, Portland began

consumption. Non-fuel tax revenue sources

to rethink this approach. Over the last forty

like paid parking are in place, but generate

years, Portland has made concerted efforts to

revenue as a consequence rather than intent.

diversify travel choice to maximize the social

Something needs to give.

and economic value of the streetscape.
The Financial Task Force presumes that
The pace of investment in diversification has

Portland wants to continue its forty-year

never been more ambitious. Today Portland’s

focus of strategic investment in transportation

transportation network includes an aerial tram

assets. In order to maintain that approach, we

supporting the growth of its largest employer,

recommend a phased implementation of new

a nearly complete central city streetcar loop

revenue mechanisms that will provide funding

that has attracted billions in private investment,

adequacy and resilience consistent with the

a bikeway network that produces more bike

city’s policy goals.

commuters per capita any other large city in
America, a light rail network emanating from
downtown in every direction, and an influx of
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Transportation Funding: How Much is Enough?
Before the Task Force reviewed

are controlled by the federal

the adequacy and structure of

and state governments based on

Portland’s transportation funding,

complicated distribution formulas.

we asked ourselves a simple
question: what are the needs of

There is no formula articulating

the city’s transportation system and

the right investment balance in

how much is necessary to meet its

asset maintenance and system

needs?

improvement. Not surprisingly, city
councils since 1992 have formally

The answer is complex.

reserved their authority to assess
the relative value of an investment

One can think of a transportation

in maintenance or capital asset

system as a collection of assets

acquisition on an ad hoc basis.

that collaborate to create an

“Maintenance and operations of

infrastructure network akin to a

major capital assets should be given

utility. Unlike traditional notions

priority over acquisition of new

of a utility, however, the public’s

assets, unless an analysis indicates

performance expectations for

a net benefit or the funding source

its transportation network evolve

to acquire or develop a new asset

rapidly. The challenge is to provide

cannot be used for operations and

and maintain existing assets in

maintenance.”2

function while strategically investing
in new or enhanced assets that

The tension between asset

improve performance in service to

maintenance and system

broader policy goals.

improvement is predictable and

1

inevitable. Expectations change;
The funding models that support

opportunities arise. And strategic

utilities and transportation systems

investments in improved or new

are also very different. In Portland,

assets can reduce or expand

customers fund sewer and potable

maintenance obligations.

water systems based on rates that
city council adjusts annually. By

For instance, every trip converted

contrast, Portland’s transportation

from private motor vehicle to

system is funded by six funding

bicycle – an adopted council

sources, each with its own variables,

goal – has the practical effect of

restrictions, and trend line. See

reducing maintenance obligations

chart on page five. Council controls

because a bicycle’s physical

four of the six transportation

impact on the assets is negligible.

revenue sources. The city’s two

At the same time, the conversion

most financially significant sources

of trips from private motor vehicle
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to bus (another council-adopted goal) reduces

As a result, there appears to be no objective answer to

congestion and advances other policy objectives, but

the question of how much is enough – though it is clear

expands maintenance obligations. Due to the design

the amount of revenue currently available for either

of a standard passenger bus, one bus trip creates an

maintenance or capital investment is insufficient to

impact in the pavement equivalent to ten thousand

match public expectations. The pace of transportation

private motor vehicle trips.3

investment generally, and the more specific question
of balance between traditional maintenance and

The mission of the Portland Bureau of Transportation, it

capital investment for system innovation, is best left to

seems, is constantly in motion.

city council.

PBOT Revenue Sources Snaphot for FY 2012-13
Revenue by Decision Maker

Amount $M

Percentage

Fuels tax

$16.5

9%

Weight-mile tax

$9.4

5%

State of Oregon

Vehicle reg., title fees, license fees

$6.5

4%

State Highway Fund “Gas Tax”

$32.4

17%

$25.0

13%

Parking meters, SmartPark garages

$43.3

23%

City agencies

$31.0

17%

City General Fund

$7.6

4%

Fees

$15.4

8%

$32.1

17%

$186.8 M

100%

Multnomah County
County fuels tax, share of Gas Tax

Portland City Council

Federal, State, Local Agencies
Grants

TOTAL

f i n a n c i a l ta s k f o r c e r e p o r t
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How Transportation is Funded Today
While the Task Force found

states following shortly thereafter.

no formula to determine the

Its policy rationale is straight

appropriate balance between

forward: the user pays. In Oregon

maintenance and capital

its collection process is extremely

expenditures, it found no uncertainty

efficient. The tax is collected at the

in concluding that PBOT’s funding

first point of distribution. There are

structure needs an overhaul. In the

relatively few (about 160) distributors

section that follows we provide

in Oregon allowing for an easy

an overview of PBOT’s six revenue

collection process that consumes

sources described in order of

just one percent of the total value

financial magnitude, how they work,

collected.4

and why they, in their current form,
cannot be expected to deliver

For much of the twentieth century

the adequacy or consistency of

the gas tax performed well.

funding needed to meet ongoing

The federal government and

expectations.

states aggressively built roads to
accommodate motor vehicles.5

Six interrelated but independent

In turn, Congress and states

revenue sources comprise the city’s

regularly raised gas taxes to adjust

transportation budget. See chart on

for inflationary pressures and align

page three.

revenue with investment demand.6

For accounting purposes, PBOT

Unfortunately, the value of Oregon’s

combines State Highway Fund

state highway fund contribution

revenues with its share of the

to Portland is losing pace. Unlike

Multnomah County IGA revenues.

the steady tax increases to match

Informally, this combination is often

demand that occurred throughout

referred to as “gas tax” revenue. In

the twentieth century, Oregon’s

FY 12/13 they comprise 30.7 percent

gas tax stalled at $0.24 per gallon

of total revenue. Nearly one third of

in 1993 for eighteen years.7 Finally in

the PBOT budget is based on fuel

2011 it was raised to $0.30 per gallon,

taxes, and vehicle and driver-related

but actual receipts compared

fees at the state and county levels.

to projections have had to be
revised downward. Most analysts
presume the recession has impacted

The “Gas Tax”

fuel consumption. However, the
challenge appears to be more

The so-called “gas tax” has its virtues.

than cyclical. In a memo to the

Oregon was the first state in the

Oregon Senate Interim Committee

nation in 1919 to adopt it, with other

on Business, Transportation and

f i n a n c i a l ta s k f o r c e r e p o r t
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Economic Development ODOT

approximately half of the city’s

Director Matt Garrett noted,

new revenue from the $0.06 gas tax

“Nationwide gasoline use peaked

increase will be committed to these

in 2006 – before the recession and

two projects.

high gas prices reduced driving –
and many experts project it will stay

The decision before city council

flat into the future as fuel efficiency

at the time of these requests from

increases and non-gasoline vehicles

regional partners exemplifies

gain market share.”8

the challenge Portland faces in
adequately funding transportation.

Overall the state highway fund saw

If council had declined the requests

revenues grow modestly as a result

for assistance from Multnomah

of vehicle registration fee increases.

County and TriMet, two long-

More importantly, however, they

standing capital and capital

grew substantially less than what

maintenance projects may not

was projected at the time of the gas

have advanced. In honoring

tax increase. This was a significant

each request, however, the city

blow to the three recipients of

dramatically limited its ability to

state highway revenue – ODOT, the

invest in its own street network

state’s counties and cities – who

as maintenance obligations

rely on forecasts to build annual

and investment opportunities

budgets.9

to advance critical freight and
multimodal goals continue to grow.

As anticipated dollars have
declined in the face of revised

Some suggest the problem with the

projections, commitments to

city’s reliance on gas tax revenue is

PBOT’s share of those dollars have

not the mechanism itself but simply

expanded. Though neither the

the lack of political will to raise it

Sellwood Bridge replacement nor

consistently and adequately. It is

the Portland-Milwaukie light rail

worth noting that while fourteen

expansion is a PBOT responsibility,

Oregon municipalities have

PBOT has been directed to make

local gas taxes, Portland has not

substantial contributions to each –

established one.10

$86 million and $55 million to each
project respectively.

There is clear financial value
in a local gas tax.11 However,

The Task Force acknowledges the

establishing a local gas tax would

value and even necessity of each

expose the city to still more

project. Further, it is understood

reliance on a funding model that is

that both projects may not have

increasingly obsolete. The embrace

advanced but for the substantial

of hybrid and electrical vehicle

financial contribution the city has

auto technology and a growing

made from PBOT revenues to

preference to favor human-scale

each project. In the current five-

travel choices are core values in

year forecast, PBOT projects that

Portland. The community’s ethos

f i n a n c i a l ta s k f o r c e r e p o r t
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The Portland Plan
calls for 70 percent
of commuters
to either take
transit, bike, walk,
telecommute or
carpool by 2035.
Achieving this goal
without changes to
the existing revenue
structure would
have devastating
consequences
for transportation
funding.

suggests a resistance to further

transportation services appears

reliance on fuel consumption.

to be politically untenable.

As demand for personal motor
vehicles abates in Portland, the

•

The nation’s policy interests

city’s percentage share of state-

in fuel economy will make the

generated motor vehicle title and

gas tax unreliable as a primary

registration fees declines as a result.

means of transportation 		
funding in the foreseeable

Fewer miles driven have a direct

future. This is exacerbated in

negative impact on the PBOT

Portland as more citizens 		

budget, and so does increased

choose fuel efficient vehicles

fuel economy. The more efficient

and/or non-auto travel modes.

a vehicle, the less gas it consumes.
Portland has embraced the
opportunity to save money and

Paid Parking

reduce carbon emissions from
increased fuel economy: in 2009 the

Revenue generated from parking

number of new registered hybrid

meters, City-owned SmartPark

vehicles per thousand households

garages, other public parking lots,

was 8.8, highest in the nation.12

and parking enforcement constitute
23.3 percent of PBOT’s budget in FY

Reduced gas consumption

12/13. From a revenue generation

means fewer dollars generated

perspective, paid parking represents

through the gas tax. In 2012 the

both opportunities and challenges.

federal government increased the
Corporate Average Fuel Economy

In addition to SmartPark garages

standards to 54.5 mpg by 2025. All

and on-street metered spaces, PBOT

told, ODOT Director Matt Garrett

provides two other parking-related

concluded that by 2025 “the gas tax

services: permits and event-pricing.

will no longer be a viable funding

The area parking permit program

source.”

is designed to aid residential and

13

retail parking in high-demand areas.
In summary, we know this about the

From a revenue standpoint, permits

city’s reliance on state highway fund

are cost-neutral to PBOT per city

revenue:

council direction. PBOT applies
event pricing to meters around Jeld-

•

Oregon is one of 36 states with

Wen Field during Portland Timbers

a fixed-rate gas tax that is not

games.14 Higher parking rates apply,

indexed to rise with inflation. Any

generating some net revenue

measure of inflation will erode

after costs for management and

the real value of a gas tax over

enforcement.

time.
Beyond its financial value, PBOT
•

Increasing the gas tax to align

places a premium on parking

revenue with need for 		

revenue because it allows the

f i n a n c i a l ta s k f o r c e r e p o r t
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bureau the most flexibility in its use.

combined with state highway fund

By contrast, state highway fund

revenue, 54 percent of the PBOT

revenue may not be used to support

revenue is dependent upon the use

transit per the state constitution.

of motor vehicles. PBOT’s reliance

As a result, this means all of the

on revenue generated from auto-

city’s share of streetcar operations,

related travel exposes its budget to

maintenance and debt service

volatility, tension in budget priorities

expense must be funded with

and likely decline.

parking revenue.15
When the streetcar’s central city

Grants

loop is expected to be completed
in 2015, the annual streetcar

Competitive grant funds from

operations cost is estimated to be

federal and state sources in FY

$11.4 million. With state highway

12/13 constitute 17.1 percent of the

fund revenues unavailable to

PBOT budget. A grant is an award

use in streetcar operations, the

of financial assistance for a specific

importance of parking revenue

purpose and PBOT has a strong

grows.

track record of leveraging grant
dollars to multiply impact.

More broadly, it is important to
note that city council establishes

Reliance on grant funds is

the price of parking at a fixed rate

problematic in a number of

based on factors beyond supply

important ways. First, federal and

and demand.16 Revenue generated

state grant dollars are in decline

from the city’s parking resources is a

due to financial constraints and

consequence, rather an intended

shifting priorities. The Congressional

outcome, of the city’s approach to

Budget Office forecasts the federal

paid parking. And notwithstanding

highway trust fund – a primary

modest growth in demand, the fixed

source of federal grant funding –

rate, not adjusted for inflation, results

will be bankrupt by 2014 after three

in diminished purchasing power for

infusions of general fund dollars

PBOT.

in the last five years.17 ODOT has

When parking
revenue is
combined with
state highway fund
revenue, 54 percent
of the PBOT revenue
is dependent upon
the use of motor
vehicles. PBOT’s
reliance on revenue
generated from
auto-related travel
exposes its budget
to volatility, tension
in budget priorities
and likely decline.

its own challenges; in 2011 ODOT
Finally, the Task Force observes

reported that all of its state highway

that parking revenue is generated

fund revenues are now essentially

only when people drive (and park)

committed to debt service, the

motor vehicles. While demand for

cost of running the agency and

paid parking opportunities is steady

maintaining highways, leaving

for now, continued growth in non-

virtually no state funding for capital

auto travel choices may have an

projects.18

indirect adverse impact on revenue.
Financial impacts have not been

As dollars available decline,

analyzed to date but should be

PBOT’s multiplier effect wanes.

explored. When parking revenue is

Also, because grants are tied to a

f i n a n c i a l ta s k f o r c e r e p o r t
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specific purpose they offer none of the flexibility that
parking revenue, for instance, provides.

Fees
Fee-for-service work PBOT provides to the private

Over-reliance on grant dollars can create perceptions

sector is another cost-recovery revenue source. In FY

of inequitable service distribution. Grant dollars cannot

12/13, it provides 8.2 percent of PBOT’s budget. Fees

be reallocated to a different need or location that

are most often collected when permits are issued to

may be a higher priority for PBOT, including basic

developers and other private citizens in exchange for

maintenance.

use of public right-of-way. In addition, transportation
system development charges (SDC) assessed to

As an example, the single largest line item in PBOT’s

developers on a one-time basis to help offset the

FY 11/12 budget was $75 million in federal funds

additional impacts on transportation infrastructure

to complete the central loop extension of the

generated by new growth provided by the developer.

streetcar line. Some questioned why the central city

Council sets the SDC rate and chooses the projects

received the benefit of streetcar expansion when

that receive SDC funding.

other neighborhoods have no streetcar service at
all. Unfortunately, due to federal guidelines, the

The good news is that this number is increasing as

application likely would not have been successful

demand for development review services increases

anywhere else in the city. As the call for increased

with the economic recovery. From a financial

equity in city services grows, over-reliance on grant

management perspective, however, this portion of the

dollars can unintentionally result in a perception that

PBOT budget remains vulnerable to market volatility.

PBOT does not invest equitably across the city.

PBOT does not have a “rainy day” reserve fund to
cover downturns in the business cycle. Other bureaus

It is also worth suggesting that PBOT’s success over the

that rely on cost recovery, such as the Bureau of

last ten years – in particular the last five – in securing

Development Services, have established reserves to

grant dollars for a few large-scale capital projects

address this problem.

may have unintentionally clouded the reality of the
structural insecurity within its current funding model.

The fees deemed cost-recovery in nature are reviewed

See Chart depicting PBOT’s capital improvement

annually by council. In essence, these are indexed to

project history from FY 1992/93 to current in the

inflation. Not all fees recover the full cost of service;

appendix.

other revenue sources like parking or highway funds
end up subsidizing this fee-for-service work. Examples

Other City Bureau Interagency Agreements
Revenue from interagency agreements, services PBOT
provides to other city bureaus at a fee, comprise 16.6

include the leaf fee and recycling fees.

City General Fund

percent of PBOT’s budget in FY 12/13.19 As with grant

The City general fund accounts for 4.1 percent

funding, this portion of the PBOT budget is subject

of PBOT’s FY 12/13 revenue. Most of the transfer is

to volatility as priorities in other city bureaus shift. For

dedicated to the cost of electricity associated with

instance, PBOT has been told by its largest customer,

streetlights. Prior to Measure 5, voters supported the

the Bureau of Environmental Services, to anticipate

streetlight program with an operating levy. Measure 5

a decline in interagency revenue as a result of BES’s

introduced compression and city council decided to

financial challenges. Interagency revenues fluctuate

absorb streetlight costs into the general fund.

at the will of PBOT’s customers, further eroding stability

Over time, city council’s annual contribution has

and predictability in the PBOT budget.

wavered as competition for general fund dollars

f i n a n c i a l ta s k f o r c e r e p o r t
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has grown. In FY 12/13 reduced

had declined to 12.4 percent

payments from council required

($3,460,855) of fee receipts – a 75

PBOT to subsidize the streetlight

percent reduction over the six-year

program with other revenue

period.

sources by $1.4 million.
The trend to prioritize utility license
The Task Force recognizes that

fee revenue for general fund

public safety matters are likely

priorities has continued.

to always be city council’s first
priority for general fund revenue.

In summary, the PBOT revenue

Investments in housing have

picture is complicated. Each of the

also been a rising priority for

bureau’s six revenue sources brings

council over the last decade.

its own variables, restrictions and

Nevertheless, streetlights remain

trend line. In the recommendations

an essential city service that

that follow, the Task Force

needs stable funding. Exposing the

highlights potential new revenue

streetlight program to the volatility

options that would bring much-

of PBOT’s discretionary revenue

needed stability and predictability

sources warrants attention.

to the bureau’s financial status on
a year-to-year basis.

Utility License Fees
Utility license fees (and franchise
agreements) currently contribute
$2.2 million annually to the PBOT
budget per council ordinance
as part of the general fund
transfer.20 The Task Force believes
their unique history in the PBOT
budget warrants focused review.
Private utilities locate much of
their infrastructure in the city’s right
of way. Companies like Portland
General Electric and Northwest
Natural pay the city an annual fee
in exchange for access to right of
way, which is maintained by PBOT.
In the latter half of the 1980s
the city’s change in policy on
utility license fee revenue had
a dramatic impact on PBOT
revenues. In FY 1984/85 PBOT
received 85 percent ($14,131,791)
of the city’s utility license fees.
By FY 1989/90 the transfer

f i n a n c i a l ta s k f o r c e r e p o r t
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What Our Neighbors Are Doing
What’s Happening in Seattle?
“Bridging the Gap” (2006)
Seattle voters passed a transportation levy
for maintenance and improvements known
as “Bridging the Gap.” The funding package
is delivering a nine-year spending plan for
maintenance; bike, pedestrian and safety; transit;
and neighborhood street programs. The $365
million levy is complemented by a commercial
parking tax and an employee hours tax. All told,
these sources are expected to raise $544 million
total over the nine years.

What’s Happening in the
Puget Sound Region?
Sound Transit Proposition 1 (2008)
Puget Sound region voters passed a $17.9 billion
measure to expand light rail by 34 miles, plus
add additional commuter train and bus services.
This measure added to Sound Transit’s existing
funding.

King County Car Tab Fees (2011)
King County passed a $20 annual car tab fee to
save bus service.

Commercial Parking Tax (2007)
The commercial parking tax of 12.5 percent is
levied upon a person who pays to park a motor
vehicle in a commercial parking lot within Seattle.
Revenue from the commercial parking tax will be
used by the City only to fund the maintenance
and improvement of local transportation
infrastructure and complement Bridging the Gap.

What’s Happening in
Washington State?

Transportation Benefit District (2010)

Transportation Partnership Projects (2005)

Drivers pay $20 annually for car tabs to fund
maintenance, preservation and safety work for
the existing transportation system.

A $0.095 per gallon gas tax was approved in 2005
and implemented from 2005 to 2008. It is funding
274 projects statewide.

Parking Meter Rates (2011)

Note: These two revenue increases will result in
more than $13 billion in capital improvements
statewide (WSDOT).

Parking meter rates in Seattle increased recently
to close transportation budget gaps. Parking is $4
per hour in Seattle’s commercial core compared

Nickel Gas Tax projects (2003)
A $0.05 per gallon gas tax was approved in 2003.
It is funding 160 projects statewide.

to $1.60 per hour in Portland’s downtown.

New Seawall Bond (2012)
Seattle Department of Transportation is
responsible for rebuilding Seattle’s seawall. Voters
approved a $290 million bond to fund the seawall
project and thereby construct a critical piece of
infrastructure that supports streets, utilities and rail.

Sources: City of Seattle, King County,
Washington State Department of
Transportation, KING 5 and Seattle Times.

f i n a n c i a l ta s k f o r c e r e p o r t
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Recommended Revenue Options
Adequate and stable funding for

model that relies overwhelmingly

transportation, it seems, has long

on taxes and fees related to

eluded Portland. In 1983, the year

auto use remains stubbornly in

before PBOT was established, city

place. Portland needs a twenty-

council updated its Arterial Streets

first century revenue model to

Classification Policy21 (ASCP) based

support a twenty-first century

on two key assumptions. First,

transportation system.

expected regional growth would
increase travel on city streets.

Consistent with council direction
for the Task Force to consider

Second, “Nearly all of the year

alternative revenue sources, the

2000 transportation system is

following recommendations are

already in place. Inflation and

presented for your consideration.

reduced funding levels have put

The Task Force realizes that there

any major reconstruction of the

is no formula that determines

region’s transportation system out

the “right” amount of annual

of reach. This reality has meant

transportation funding. City council

that the City of Portland and

is best equipped to make that

the region have had to reassess

determination on an annual basis.

priorities and develop new ones

Accordingly, each recommended

directed at maximizing the utility of

revenue option advanced below

the existing system.”22

should be considered on the
relative strength of its own merits.

City council established PBOT
the following year in 1984 with
a vision that it would function

General Obligation Bonds

as an “enterprise” bureau –

“Nearly all of the year
2000 transportation
system is already in
place. Inflation and
reduced funding
levels have put any
major reconstruction
of the region’s
transportation system
out of reach. This
reality has meant that
the City of Portland
and the region have
had to reassess
priorities and develop
new ones directed
at maximizing the
utility of the existing
system.”
- 1983 Policy Update to Council

transportation services would

The Task Force recommends

be funded by revenue sources

council immediately direct PBOT to

unrelated to the city’s general

empanel a committee to consider

fund. As the 1983 ASCP update

the development of a package of

highlights, the enterprise vision

transportation services that would

had limitations before its

be funded by a general obligation

adoption. Nearly thirty years

bond. The Task Force recommends

later, the foundation of the city’s

committee membership should

transportation network – its dense

include an equal number of

grid of streets – is complemented

volunteer citizens who represent

by a wide range of assets to

transportation stakeholder interests

facilitate travel by non-auto

(e.g. pedestrian, freight) and citizens

means. But the basic revenue

with public finance expertise.
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Though use of a general obligation

threatening referral campaigns

bond for transportation services

that require costly defense.

would be new to Portland’s

A referral effort is less likely to

experience it is common across

advance or prevail if the will of

the country and the Task

voters has been expressed directly.

23

Force believes it has numerous
advantages. A “G.O.” bond is a

Finally, the Task Force notes that

property tax that requires voter

because a G.O. bond sale is not

approval and is not subject to

subject to compression the value

compression.

received is the value requested,
its financial impact is distributed

The scale of the bond can be

equitably across all property

tailored to whatever amount

owners, and it has no unintended

council – and ultimately the

adverse impact on other city

public – deems appropriate.

services or other governments. A

For reference, the Office of

discreet package of transportation

Management and Finance

improvements should be crafted

indicates that a $25 average

by PBOT with committee oversight

annual property tax increase

for voter consideration as soon as

could be used to support 20-year

council identifies an appropriate

general obligation bonds that

opportunity.

could provide approximately $108
million if applied to all properties
citywide.24

Street Maintenance Fee

In light of the city’s challenged

If council determines that a G.O.

history in finding adequate funding

bond is not an appropriate fit for

for transportation, the Task Force

transportation investment, the

sees value in offering Portlanders

Task Force recommends that

the opportunity to vote directly on

council reengage consideration

a package of improvements. With

of a street maintenance fee. A

a committee of shared expertise

street maintenance fee would

in modal needs and financial

be assessed monthly on a water/

management, the Task Force feels

sewer bill to all property owners

confident a reasonable balance

based on trip generation models

across interests can be found.

derived from the Institute of

The city’s two previous efforts to

Transportation Engineers.

establish a street maintenance
fee (2001 and 2007) illustrate the

Like a G.O. bond, a street

potential value of seeking voter

maintenance fee has many

approval directly for transportation

attributes:

investment. In each case special
interests stymied thorough public

•

Simple; everybody directly or

processes and strong community

indirectly relies on streets and

support for the proposed fee by

accompanying infrastructure.
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•

Low administrative costs; it could be a line 		
item added to the existing sewer and 			

Contemporary Approaches to Parking
Management

water bill.
Cities across the country and world are realizing
•

Stable; it is based on property rather than 			

resource management improvements with the

consumption-based charges.

adoption of parking pricing models that fluctuate
based on demand – “performance pricing.”

•

Reliable in value; it is not subject to 			
compression.

Performance pricing allows for meter rates to change
based on demand. The general rule of thumb is that a

•

Equitable; all property owners pay regardless of

parking provider is managing its parking resource most

how they travel.25

efficiently when 85 percent of parking spaces on a
given block face are occupied.28 Under a performance

Twenty-one cities and towns in Oregon have adopted

pricing strategy, the meter rate is adjusted up or down

a street maintenance fee (e.g., Tigard, Lake Oswego,

to account for changes in demand to achieve the

Oregon City and West Linn).26 Portland most recently

desired 85 percent utilization rate.

considered a street maintenance fee in 2007; that
effort would have generated $24 million annually (49
percent from residences, 51 percent from businesses).

The change can occur at whatever interval council
27

deems appropriate. Vancouver, British Columbia,

Thirty five percent of businesses would pay $15 per

evaluates its parking utilization rate annually and

month or less.

price is adjusted as needed.29 San Francisco and
Seattle evaluate and adjust seasonally.30 Los Angeles

One potential advantage of a street maintenance

is introducing variance by time of day.31 Experience

fee versus a G.O. bond is ongoing stability. If the fee

shows that performance priced parking improves safety,

is established without a termination date, the city

provides better customer service, reduces congestion-

could enjoy a high degree of confidence in street

born emissions, encourages transportation options, and

maintenance fee-generated revenues given the

can benefit transportation funding needs.32

relative stability of property tax revenues in Portland
whereas a G.O. is by definition for a fixed period of

Today’s smart meter pay stations across the central city

time. The more confidence PBOT has in its “out-year”

(and soon Washington Park) have the capacity to vary

forecast, the better it can detail when any given

price, allowing PBOT to apply performance pricing with

improvement may occur.

negligible administrative expense.

The Task Force notes that a street maintenance fee

Performance pricing does not guarantee increased

and a G.O. bond sale are not mutually exclusive. To

revenue over the city’s current fixed-rate meter pricing.

the contrary, the Task Force believes both tools can

The potential for increased revenue depends on the

complement each other. There is clear value in the city

price range set by city council. For example, if council

establishing a street maintenance fee in line with the

approves a range from $1 to $2 per hour, PBOT may

other twenty-one communities in Oregon combined

not see increased revenue given the base price of

with periodic use of a G.O. bond sale to target

$1.60 per hour in the central city (which hosts the vast

strategic investments at opportune moments.

majority of metered spaces). If council followed the
lead of other cities with a rate structure that fluctuated
between $1 and $4 per hour, an increase in revenue
could be anticipated – as well as some shift in desired
travel behavior consistent with the city’s policy goals.
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The Task Force encourages council to direct PBOT to

recovery would reduce strain on discretionary revenue

evaluate existing demand for parking and prepare

sources and provide the citizenry with an accurate

a report for council by December 31, 2013 that

service cost.

articulates the foreseeable challenges and benefits of
applying performance pricing to its parking supply.

Potential Statewide Revenue Sources
Commercial Parking Tax

The Task Force focused its attention on the challenges
and opportunities within the city’s control. It should be

The Task Force recommends that council consider

noted, however, that two revenue sources applied

the adoption of a commercial parking tax, common

by the State are likely to be on the horizon in the

in many cities.33 The Task Force looked most closely

foreseeable future and important to the City of

at Seattle’s approach.

Portland:

34

In Seattle the commercial

parking tax is levied upon a person who pays to park
a motor vehicle in a commercial parking lot within the

•

Vehicle miles traveled tax

city limits. The tax is imposed upon the consumer, not

•

Tolling

the commercial parking business. However, the City
ordinance requires the commercial parking business

ODOT is currently the national leader in considering

to collect the tax from its customers and remit it to

a vehicle miles traveled tax that would ultimately

the City. Effective January 1, 2011, Seattle’s parking

transition the state’s highway fund away from over-

tax rate is imposed at 12.5 percent of the parking fee

reliance on the inevitable decline of the fuels tax.

charged by the commercial parking business.

The Task Force recommends that PBOT participate in
ODOT’s ongoing efforts to establish a VMT tax.

Shifting Fees to Complete Cost-Recovery

The Task Force encourages council to establish an
equitable tolling mechanism within city limits. This

Finally, the Task Force recommends that council

could be done in partnership with Multnomah County

direct PBOT to apply a cost-recovery model for all

or with the state in another capacity. The Task Force

services provided. That model should include an

notes that partnerships of this nature could establish

annual percentage contribution to a capital reserve

reserve funds that could be tapped to provide needed

to prepare for economic downturns for all services

revenues for major capital replacement projects – such

provided.

as the Sellwood Bridge or the Columbia River Crossing
– in a manner that would not rely on PBOT’s strained

As an example, PBOT provides an important and legally

discretionary revenue sources.

required service with annual leaf collection. The leaf
collection service is part of the city’s Clean Water
Act compliance permit with the State Department
of Environmental Quality. Retrieving and composting
leaves is an essential transportation service for safe
travel, particularly for bicycling and walking, including
access to transit.
Currently, PBOT in FY 11/12 through the leaf fee
program recovers 66 percent of the cost of service.35
Shifting this and other subsidized services to full cost
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Conclusion
The Task Force appreciates the practical challenges associated with developing
sustainable funding models for government services. It may be one of the most
difficult tasks a citizenry can ask of its elected leaders. The Task Force appreciates the
myriad challenges council faces on behalf of the citizens and the reality that there are
many needs competing for council’s time, energy and political capital.
As noted in the executive summary, Portland’s transportation system is the envy of
many cities across the nation. The forward-focused policies adopted through the
decades have been consistent with evolving community expectations and brought a
wealth of benefits to the community. It is remarkable that the city has accomplished
so much on such an antiquated revenue model. Imagine what can be done with a
revenue model that supports – rather than undermines – our community’s goals.
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Endnotes
1. Since the early 1970s, successive City Councils have regularly directed PBOT revenues beyond traditional maintenance
towards system evolution in service to achieve broader policy goals. Examples include the 1972 Downtown Plan, 1988
Central City Plan, 1990 Streetcar Feasibility Study, 1996 Bicycle Master Plan, 1996 Freight Master Plan, 1998 Pedestrian Master
Plan, 2002 Transportation System Plan, 2009 Streetcar System Concept Plan and 2010 Bicycle Plan for 2030.
2. Portland City Charter, Code and Policies, Financial Planning BCP-FIN-2.03. http://www.portlandonline.com/auditor/index.
cfm?a=200789&c=47787.
3. “Study of Pavement Rehabilitation Costs Associated with Heavy Vehicle Traffic,” Pavement Services, Inc., December
19, 2012. Also, TransLink, the mass transit agency for metro Vancouver, British Columbia, has a cost-sharing agreement with
municipalities in its service area for operations, maintenance and road rehabilitation.
4. Jim Whitty, ODOT’s Manager of Office of Innovative Partnerships and Alternative Funding.
5. ODOT slogans from the twentieth century include 1957’s “Building Oregon Thru Better Highways,” 1958’s “Oregon
Freeways ... Symbol of 20th Century Progress” and 1961’s “Freeways are Easier.”
6. The State of Oregon raised the gas tax or motor vehicle use-related fees in: 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1925, 1930, 1931,
1932, 1933, 1947, 1949, 1967, 1973, 1979, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1992 and 1993. ODOT
archives. http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/CS/BSS/Pages/historycenter.aspx.
7. Driver license and motor vehicle fees were increased between 2001 and 2004, but revenue was earmarked for specific
projects across the state as part of the Oregon Transportation Investment Act. In total, three iterations of OTIA generated
$2.43 billion in bonded revenue of which $79.9 million (3.3 percent) has been spent in Portland.
8. “ODOT’s Funding Picture and Implications for the Transportation System,” Matt Garrett and Paul Mather to the Oregon
Senate Interim Committee on Business, Transportation and Economic Development, November 16, 2011.
9. “Gas tax money failing to materialize,” (Yamhill Valley) News-Register, October 24, 2011.
10. Cities with a local gas tax charge the following rates per gallon of gasoline and diesel year-round, expect where
noted: Woodburn ($.01), Eugene ($.05), Springfield ($.03), Cottage Grove ($.03), Veneta ($.03), Tigard ($.03), Milwaukie
($.02), Coquille ($.03), Coburg ($.03 – gas only), Astoria ($.03), Warrenton ($.03), Canby ($.03), Newport ($.01 winter, $.03
summer) and Hood River ($.03). http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/CS/FTG/pages/current_ft_rates.aspx#bm3. Also, see chart
in appendix.
11. The City of Eugene’s local Gas Tax generates approximately $3.1 million per year. Since it was established in 2003,
the local gas tax raised $24 million for street preservation. City of Eugene Gas Tax Q&A. http://www.eugene-or.gov/
DocumentCenter/View/2795.
12. U.S. Metropolitan area where hybrids are most popular is Portland, Ore., with 8.8 new hybrids per 1,000 households.
HybridCars.com’s “December 2009 Dashboard: Year-End Tally.” http://www.hybridcars.com/hybrid-sales-dashboard/
december-2009-dashboard.html.
13. “ODOT’s Funding Picture and Implications for the Transportation System,” Matt Garrett and Paul Mather to the Oregon
Senate Interim Committee on Business, Transportation and Economic Development, November 16, 2011.
14. The price of metered parking stalls in the Goose Hollow neighborhood increases from $1.60 per hour to $3.50 per hour
on Timbers game days due to high demand. Additionally, meter hours are extended to 10 p.m. during nighttime Timbers
events.
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Endnotes (cont.)
15. TriMet makes an annual contribution to streetcar operations. Initially, TriMet’s contribution was two-thirds of operations
expense. However, TriMet has reduced its annual contribution in light of its own financial challenges.
16. The price of on-street parking is $1.60 per hour in the central city, South Waterfront, and Marquam Hill, and $1 per hour
in the Lloyd District and $1.20 per hour in the Central Eastside. SmartPark garage rates are $1.60 for the first two hours and
escalate every hour until the full-day rate applies after four hours.
17. Further complicating matters, more than $1.5 billion could be cut from highway, transit and rail programs in 2013
if automatic budget cuts are enacted on January 2, 2013, as scheduled. “Elections, Lame Duck, New Congress and
Transportation Issues,” Larry Ehl, Transportation Issues Daily.
18. “Six trends spell trouble for transportation funding”, ODOT, November 8, 2011. http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/GOVREL/
Pages/news/110811a.aspx.
19. The BES interagency agreement with PBOT for sewer cleaning is worth 72 percent of PBOT’s IA revenues in FY 2012-13.
20. Additionally, there is potential for PBOT to receive slightly more revenue from utility license fees and franchise
agreements. If actual revenues received from the utility license fees and franchise agreements exceed the amount
forecasted in 2011, PBOT would receive up to an additional $2.1 million per Council ordinance. This puts the maximum
contribution at $4.3 million.
21. The Arterial Streets Classification Policy was incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan through its Transportation Goal:
“Promote an efficient and balanced urban transportation system, consistent with the Arterial Streets Classification Policy, to
encourage energy conservation, reduce air pollution, lessen the impact of vehicular traffic on residential neighborhoods,
and improve access to major employment and commercial centers. In addition, five of the Comprehensive Plan’s nine
transportation policies directly reinforce the ASCP in such areas as neighborhood livability, land use – transportation
relationships, transit use and development, and support for increased bicycle and pedestrian opportunities.” Arterial Streets
Classification Policy Update, 1983.
22. Id.
23. Bend voters passed a general obligation bond to fund street improvements in May 2011. This allowed the City of
Bend to authorize $30 million to upgrade several major street corridors and intersections. http://bendoregon.gov/index.
aspx?page=705. In addition, G.O. bonds were passed in the city of Albuquerque and states of Texas and Alaska. http://
www.cabq.gov/municipaldevelopment/programs/2011-go-bond-program-and-2011-2020-decade-plan. http://www.
dot.state.tx.us/project_information/prop12.htm and http://omb.alaska.gov/ombfiles/13_budget/PDFs/GO_Bond_Bill_
HB0286Zrev.pdf. Alaskans approved their $435.5 million G.O. bond measure by a 57 percent margin.
24. OMF analysis assumes an average assessed value (AV) of $165,159 would be charged $25 annually. Actual property
values vary. For example, a property with an AV of $250,000 would be charged around $35 per year.
25. As an aside, the Task Force believes the adoption of a street maintenance fee would help clarify the reality that
all travel modes are subsidized to some degree and that no matter how we travel, we all have a shared interest in
maintaining and enhancing the system.
26. http://www.tigardor.gov/city_hall/departments/public_works/engineering/street_maintenance/default.asp, http://
www.ci.oswego.or.us/publicworks/street-maintenance-fee, http://www.orcity.org/publicworks/pavement-maintenanceutility-fee and http://westlinnoregon.gov/finance/street-maintenance-fee-faq. Also, see chart in appendix.
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Endnotes (cont.)
27. $24 million in 2007 adjusted for inflation would have brought in $25,794,020 in 2011.
28. UCLA Professor Donald Shoup, widely considered the nation’s foremost parking expert and the originator of this
approach. http://shoup.bol.ucla.edu.
29. http://www.easypark.ca/index.aspx.
30. http://www.seattle.gov/transportation/parking/performancepricing.htm.
31. http://www.laexpresspark.org.
32. See City of San Francisco’s video about its performance-based pricing program. http://vimeo.com/13867453.
33. Examples of cities with commercial parking taxes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bainbridge Island, Washington: 12 percent of revenues on both public and private parking facilities.
Bremerton, Washington: 6 percent of commercial operator revenues.
Burien and SeaTac, Washington: $1.00 per parking transaction. Exemptions for people with disabilities, government
vehicles and carpools.
Baltimore, Maryland: $14 flat fee on monthly parking transactions, 11 percent on daily and weekly parking.
Detroit, Michigan: 30 percent tax on airport commercial parking.
Los Angeles, California: 10 percent of parking revenues.
Miami, Florida 27.8 percent of revenues.
New York 18.5 percent, or 10.5 percent for Manhattan residents.
Oakland, California 10 percent of revenues.
New Orleans, Louisiana 12 percent of revenues.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 31 percent of revenues.
Santa Monica, California 10 percent of revenues.

“Parking Taxes: Evaluating Options and Impacts,” Victoria Transport Policy Institute. http://www.vtpi.org/parking_tax.pdf.
34. http://www.seattle.gov/rca/taxes/CommParkingTax.htm.
35. Cost of service in FY 2011-12 was $859,865 and total cost recovered was $595,870. City of Portland Bureau of Revenue.
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LOCAL TRANSPORTATION FUNDING MECHANISMS
Gas Tax*

Street Fee**

Ashland

--

$7.71

Astoria

$.03

--

Bay City

--

$5

North Plains $1.80

$.03

--

Hillsboro $3.18

--

$5.50

Coburg

$.03

--

Coquille

$.03

--

City

Canby
Clatskanie

--

$1.36

$.03

--

Dufur

--

$5

Eagle Point

--

$6

$.05

--

Grants Pass

--

$3.20

Hillsboro

--

$3.18

$.03

--

Hubbard

--

$4.50

La Grande

--

$8

Corvallis
Cottage Grove

Eugene

Hood River

Warrenton $.03

Astoria $.03
Clatskanie $5.50

Lake Oswego $6.40
Bay City $5

Portland
Milwaukie $.02|$3.35
$.02|$3.35

Tigard .03|$5.45
Tualatin $3.42
Wilsonville $4.03

Corvallis $1.36
Philomath $2

Veneta $.03

Coburg $.03
Springfield $.03

$6.40

Medford

--

$7.72

Eugene $.05

Milwaukie

$.02

$3.35

Cottage Grove $.03

Newport

$.03

--

North Plains

--

$1.80

Oregon City

--

$9

Philomath

--

$2

Phoenix

--

$2.10

$.03

--

Talent

--

$3.93

Tigard

$.03

$5.45

Tualatin

--

$3.42

Veneta

$.03

--

Warrenton

$.03

--

Wilsonville

--

$4.03

Woodburn

$.01

--

**Local residential street maintenance fee in dollars per single family residence per
month. (Most jurisdictions charge lower fees for multi-family residential units.)
Fees are also charged for commerical and industrial properties at varying rates.

La Grande $8

Newport $.03

--

*Local gas tax in dollars per gallon.

Dufur $5

Oregon City $9
Canby $.03
Hubbard $4.50
Woodburn $.01

Lake Oswego

Springfield

Hood River $.03

North Plains $1.80

Hillsboro $3.18

Portland

MULTNOMAH
WASHINGTON

Milwaukie $.02|$3.35

Tigard .03|$5.45

Coquille $.03

Lake Oswego $6.40
Tualatin $3.42
Oregon City $9.00
Wilsonville $4.03

YAMHILL
Grants Pass $3.20

Canby $.03

Eagle Point $6
Medford $7.72
Phoenix $2.10
Talent $3.93
Ashland $7.71

CLACKAMAS
MARION

Hubbard $4.50

Woodburn $.01
Updated: 11.29.2012
Data sources: Street fee data: City of Hillsboro Transportation Utility Fee Rate Comparison; Gas tax data: ODOT Current Oregon Fuel Rates, http://www.oregon.gov/odot/cs/ftg/Pages/current_ft_rates.aspx
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